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ABSTRACT 

With today’s technology it’s easy for users to store almost any amount of information they want on 

their computing devices. With such liberty, users become reckless with their approach of managing 

their own files, creating or downloading them to random places on their personal devices, with 

random names decided at the moment and without much thought put into it. Those poor choices 

end up leaving users in situations where they can’t remember both of those properties and 

ultimately have to spend long periods of time trying to find their files, and many times not 

succeeding. The problem with today’s devices, and more specifically their file systems, is that the 

names and locations of the files are basically the only properties which allow users to locate and 

truly identify their files, making them key elements which ultimately determine if the users can or 

can’t access their files depending if they know any of them. 

This work proposes a new file system called “Historical File System” which gives files a variety of 

new descriptive information that today’s file systems simply cannot provide and which would 

represent an historic of its life-cycle, not only providing to users more details about the files they 

own, but allowing them to use it in order to locate and access their files in a more natural way, and 

not only by their names and folder locations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays users don’t have many restrictions when it comes to storing information on their computing devices. 

With the rapid advance of technology, space limit in personal devices is no longer a real problem where users 

have more storage availability at cheaper prices, comparing it to a decade ago. Connections to the internet are 

also faster and in price ranges easily affordable by common users. Both of this facts end up facilitating the 

process of obtaining new information and storing it on the user’s personal devices. 

But with this liberty to create and download information with almost to none restrictions, users tend to become 

reckless in their approaches when it comes to managing the files they store in their devices. It’s so easy and fast 

to obtain it that they would have no problems downloading certain files as many times as needed just so they 

don’t have to look for them on their devices, and since storage restrictions are not a real problem, they tend to be 

a little sloppy when it comes to naming the files they want to store and finding the proper folder location to store 

them.  

However not every file can be easily downloaded from the internet. Some are unique, and in those cases users 

are left in the pile of files that they accumulated carelessly over time in their devices, and regretting the poor 

management decisions they made with their file’s organization, especially when naming and storing those files in 

proper folder locations. Unfortunately for them, both of these properties are very important in today’s file 

systems. Moreover they are imperative for it to work properly, and are basically the only two ways for a user to 

find their files. If a user doesn’t know the location of a certain file, he can use its name and with the use of a 

desktop search application he can find it, but if he doesn’t remember the name of the file and its location, he 

could end up spending a huge amount of time searching for it in the entire file system, without the guarantee of 

ever finding it, and wishing there would be other ways to search for it. 
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1.1. Motivation 

The main motivation for this work is to provide to user's files more detailed and descriptive data that ultimately 

helps them access their files in a more natural way, not only through their names and locations, but through that 

new information that represents what they know about the files they’re looking for. This new information would 

be associated to the files it would describe, representing a kind of historic about their life-cycles, useful for users 

not only to access them but to obtain more knowledge about the files they own. 

 

1.2. Goals 

Having described the motivations behind this work, the main goal here is to develop a new file system which is 

able to automatically, and without the interaction of the users, obtain and store new information that can describe 

files in a more detailed way and also be useful to the users to find and access their files in a more natural way. 

Also this new system called “Historical File System” should allow users to locate the files they’re looking for 

though the new descriptive data collected and stored by it. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

When it comes to the majority of file systems, it can be argued that the ways to access files are a little outdated 

and hasn’t been progressing with technology. If a user wants to access file in his device, he has to know its 

location and name in order to first locate it and then differentiate it from other files at that same place. However, 

if we think about it, in real life that’s not how we’re always used to deal with our personal belongings where we 

don’t have specific names and locations for them in order to be able to find them – we use a variety of other 

information we know about them. 

 

2.1. File Organization in File Systems 

Today’s most famous and used file systems, such as Windows NTFS [1], Apple’s HFS+ [2] and Linux’s ext4 [3], 

use an hierarchical organization of files in which they’re stored according to their locations. This helps 

understand why users have to define the file’s names and locations every time they store them on their personal 

devices, because without both of these properties hierarchical file systems could not organize them internally to 

later retrieve them to its users. The main problem with this types of file systems, and its hierarchical structure, is 

that they hinder the user’s access to their files by demanding that they know either their file’s location or name, 

which can be easily forgotten as time goes by, and in today’s age where users have so many files that can’t keep 

track of this two properties for all of them.  

Systems like the Logic File System (LISFS) [4], which uses a boolean file organization, or like the DBFS [5], the 

Inversion File System [6] or the hFAD [7], which all use a relational file organization, are examples of some file 

systems that identified the problems of the hierarchical approach, proposing alternative ways to organize files to 

help users access them in other means besides their names and locations – like what its intended in this work 

through the addition of new descriptive information to files. 

 

2.2. Metadata Organization in File Systems 

However, if we want to access files through other types of information about them it could be tricky because 

most file systems don’t store much information about their files, at least one that can be understood and useful to 

users. These types of descriptive information about files are called metadata, or “data about data”, and it’s 

usually hidden from users because it’s kept for system purposes and not for the users to interfere. However most 

of today’s file systems have ways to allow the storage of extra information in the form of metadata directly to the 

files, which could be useful to achieve this new system’s goals: in etx4, there is a pre-reserved space in the file’s 

inodes to store extra metadata called the extended attributes. The NTFS also has a similar version of this called 

alternate data streams. The problem with these file systems is that, in order to associate new metadata to files in 

this pre-reserved spaces, they would need to explicitly provide the metadata and to explicitly add it to their files 

– which doesn’t conform with the new system’s goals of intercepting and adding new information without the 

interference of users. 
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2.3. Related File Systems 

Having analyzed isolated characteristics of certain file systems like the alternative ways they store files internally 

in order to allow users to better access them, and the ways they have to allow the addition of new descriptive 

information to their files, in here it will be analyzed some file systems as a whole with some of the same goals 

trying to be achieved with the “Historical File System”. 

The Semantic File System (SFS) [8] is a pioneer work in the file systems department for being one of the first to 

suggest file access, not by their names and locations like the hierarchical ones, but through their semantics (their 

meanings, intentions and goals) much like the one intended by this work. The Logic File System (LISFS) [4] 

came after and was influenced by most of its principals, improving in some areas regarding the SFS. The 

problem of both of them was in the way used to collect the semantic information about files, which was 

extracted from files contents through specific transducers. Other systems like the Tagsistant [9], the TagFS [10] 

or the tagxfs [11] are different examples of file systems heavily centered in file metadata as ways for users to 

access them. However all of them present the same problems: the metadata is not collected transparently to 

users. In both SFS and LISFS the transducers that obtain the metadata have to be defined by them (but later being 

able to collect the desired information automatically), and in the other systems the metadata is directly added to 

files by the user itself (which is called tagging), not being autonomous in this process as it would be expected in 

this work. 

 

2.4. Accessing Files Through Narrative Elements 

Having finished the study of some file systems properties and the need to associate new information to files as 

its metadata, it was only left to discover which metadata should be collected by the new system in order to 

describe files in a proper way and which would be of their user’s interest. The main influence for this aspect was 

the work “Tell Me a Story - Issues on the Design of Document Retrieval Systems” [12] in which is argued that 

user’s narratives – or their stories - about their files, not only in terms of their previous interactions with them 

but also relating them more wider ranges of the real world, could represent a more efficient and natural way for 

users to access their files. In interviews made with users during that work’s testing, it was concluded that the 

most recurred elements of the narratives used by users to describe their files were ones like the time they 

accessed them, the place, its purpose, related tasks and documents, its content, subject, author, co-author, trades 

with other users, personal and real-world events, or its version. Thus these elements could represent a reliable 

hint to understand what metadata should be associated with the files of the new system, since the previous study 

shows how important they are to users when describing them. 

 

2.5. Desktop Search Applications 

Being that one of the main goals is to let users search for their files through the new collected metadata that 

would be associated to them, it would be necessary to study some available tools that could end up helping in 

this process. Those tools are called desktop search applications and usually come installed with the user’s 

device’s operating system, to help them search for those files locally. Most of these applications like the 

Windows Search [13], Spotlight [14] or Beagle [15] already have advanced options to search through file 

metadata which is an important feature in this work’s context. However those searches are made only on the 

metadata that is kept and updated for the operating system’s correct behavior or through metadata that is specific 

to certain file types – like audio files which store metadata about their artist, album and track number – not being 

able to support searches through new metadata added explicitly to the files. Also those tools search syntaxes end 

up having low expressivity to really convey the type of queries wanted to be allowed in the new system, only 

letting users search for individual expressions without letting them indicate through which properties of the files 

they want to be able to search with.     

 

3. ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION 

Having in mind the previous study of related systems and useful properties for the context of this work, in this 

section it will be presented the developed solution for the “Historical File System”, a new file system with the 

ability of collecting and adding new descriptive information to all of its files, and allowing users not only to 

access it to obtain more details about their files but to use it in order to find them in a more natural way, like 

through narratives which users are used to when describing them. 
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3.1. System Requirements 

The new system’s functional requirements can be summarized by what has been said previously: the ability to 

obtain new descriptive information about files; the ability to store and associate that new information to the files; 

and the ability to let users search their files through the new collected information. 

 

In terms of their non-functional requirements, the “Historical File System” should have (and be evaluated by) the 

following: 

 

- Performance: when it comes to the operations that users perform with their files, the new system should 

guarantee that they shouldn’t be able to notice much delay to complete them; 

 

- Consistency: the new metadata - that will be stored in more than one place, as it will be described later - 

should be equal in all the different places where it’s stored at any moment;  

 

- Usability: the new system, and specially the new tool that would allow users to search their files through the 

new collected metadata, should be easy to learn and use for the system’s users. 

 

3.2. Architecture 

In order to accomplish the new file system’s objectives and requirements, it was developed with the following 

architecture shown in Figure 1. This file system was developed as a virtual file system, as it represents an 

abstraction layer on top of a more concrete file 

system – known as the native file system – 

responsible for all file-related manipulations like 

reading, writing and opening operations. 

Through this approach, changes on kernel code 

were unnecessary thus making the development 

process much simpler and in userspace. In 

practice, users of the “Historical File System” 

are actually still using all the file-related 

operations through their native file system, 

taking advantage of the system’s new 

functionalities, like obtaining and storing new 

descriptive metadata to their files, which is 

performed by this new layer on top of the native 

file system. 

Figure 1 shows the main components of 

“Historical File System” and the way they 

interact in order for it to properly function. The 

FUSE component is the tool that allows the 

development of the new file system in 

userspace, mediating all interactions between the new layer and the native file system, being of extreme utility 

when it comes to intercept the system calls that resulted from user’s operations to their files. The Metadata 

Module is the part of the system responsible for obtaining all the descriptive information to the files and storing 

it. These parts are what allow the system to accomplish the first two functional requirements of having new 

metadata in all of its files, and thus all of user’s interactions run through them. The Desktop Search Application 

and the MySQL Database represent the two components that meet the third requirement of allowing users to 

locate their files through the new collected metadata. The first one gives users an interface for them to write 

specific queries to search their files. Those queries are redirected to the other component that represents a 

database with copies of the file’s new metadata, whose purpose is to allow a centralized way to make all queries, 

without having to search for files in the native file system and thus presenting faster results to the users. It can 

also be seen as an abstraction to the native system’s hierarchical organization, in which references of the files are 

kept in this database with a relational organization like previous file systems analyzed in section 2.1. 

Like the name suggests, the Library of Extra Commands represents a component with some new features that 

users can utilize in order to take advantage of some of the new system’s functionalities, and although it doesn’t 

really affect the accomplishment of the functional requirements, its use is recommended in order for the system 

to properly work. 
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3.3. Implementation 

This section describes the most relevant details about the implementation of the “Historical File System” such as 

how it is able to collect the metadata, to store it, and to allow users to search their files through it. It’s important 

to notice beforehand that this solution was developed using ext4, one of Linux’s file systems, as the native file 

system because of its particular ability to deal with the overflow of information in the extended attributes, which 

ended up being the chosen place to store the new metadata because of its proximity to the files it would describe. 

 

3.3.1.  Metadata Interception 

Based mostly on the narrative elements analyzed in section 2.4, the metadata fields that ended up being collected 

and stored in the new file system were the ones shown on the Table 1. The narrative’s elements not presented in 

the below table were not intercepted because they were either being already stored in the native file system – like 

the elements relative to the co-author of a file or its version – or because they were impossible to collect without 

user interaction – like the elements of personal and real-world events. 

 

Metadata 

Field Description System Calls 

"related" Names of the files open in the same time span open() 

"users" Names of users that edited the files  write() 

"names" Old names that files had in the past rename()  

"folders" Old folder names where files were once stored rename()  

"hosts" Host name of the machines where files were modified write() 

"locations" 

Geographical coordinates, name of the city and country where files were 

edited write() 

"origin_url" Url of the site where the files were downloaded *browser 

"referrer_url" 

Link to the site that references the original site where the files were 

downloaded from *browser 

"edits" The total amount of times files were manipulated write() 

"programs" Names of the programs that access the files read() 

Table 1 – New metadata fields collected and the corresponding system calls behind its interception 

 

The logic behind the process of collecting new metadata to files is fairly simple: any operation that users perform 

on their files should trigger the Metadata Module to obtain information to update the new metadata fields. Since 

the fields to be updated depend on the operations the users perform on their files, as it can been seen in the 

description of each one, the approach chosen was to collect certain data depending on the system calls that 

resulted of such user operations – as it can also be seen in the last column of Table 1. Notice that the fields that 

refer to the sites where files were downloaded from don’t have a system call responsible to trigger its 

interception because they’re acquired by the browser by which the files were downloaded.  

When a user interacts with a file, system calls are triggered in the operating system in order to perform the 

actions desired by the user on that file located inside the file system. FUSE is responsible for the interception of 

such the system calls before they proceed to the native file system, being able to analyze their types (whether 

they are reading, writing, renaming operations, for example) and make asynchronous calls to the Metadata 

Module which contains specific routines to perform in order to obtain information to update certain metadata 

fields, depending on the type of system call detected by FUSE. These asynchronous calls allow the Metadata 

Module to perform their actions in parallel with the operations being performed in the native file system, 

meaning that the users won’t actually realize that extra work is being performed on their files because if their 

operations end before the interception of the new metadata, the Metadata Module continues its work in 

background without preventing users of continuing interacting with their files. 

 

3.3.2.  Metadata Storage 

After the interception of new information for the files, the “Historical File System” has to store it as metadata for 

the files they describe. As said before, extended attributes were the chosen way to place this new information 

because that’s basically their purpose – to store additional information about its files. Having obtained the new 
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data, the Metadata Module knows exactly which extended attributes to update because of the system call that 

triggered its data collection routines, and does that by first getting the information already present in the 

metadata field it wants to update (using the function “lgetxattr”) to check if the new one isn’t repeated and, if 

not, concatenate them and finally storing its result in the proper metadata field (using the function “lsetxattr” 

which updates the given extended attribute name in the manipulated file on the native file system). 

As hinted by the connection between the Metadata Module and the Desktop Search Application on Figure 1, the 

first module, besides updating the file’s extended attributes, is also responsible for updating the new database in 

a very important operation that must ensure the consistency of the file’s metadata and the respective data on the 

database, in order for the users to see the correct results when they search files through the developed Desktop 

Search Application. To ensure consistency, the database is only updated if no errors occur during the update of 

the extended attributes. If the contrary happens and, after the attributes are successfully updated, an unexpected 

failure occurs during the update of the database – which is performed in transactions – the whole operation is 

rolled-back to guarantee the database’s previous state, and the affected extended attributes are also set to its 

previous version (which was first obtained and kept with the function “lgetxattr” previously mentioned).  

 

3.3.3.  File Searching 

To allow users to search the file system for their files through the new metadata fields that describe them, it was 

developed a new Desktop Search Application that differentiates from other ones available in the market for its 

simple-and-yet-powerful query system. With this tool users can search files defining values for specific metadata 

fields, through the operators of equality (“=”) or inequality (“!=”), or instead search through isolated terms like 

they’re used to in common desktop search applications, which are looked for in all of the new metadata fields of 

the files. Besides this ability, this tool supports compound queries like the ones used in database-like query 

languages, in which the users could search files through more than one metadata field at once, using the 

conjunction (“and”) or disjunction (“or”)  operators to further detail their queries, adding more expressiveness 

to them. 

The results obtained from these queries come from the MySQL Database and represent this database’s references 

to the actual files on the native file system through the file’s full names (which contain their folder locations) that 

satisfied all the properties searched by the users. 

 

3.3.4.  Other Functionalities 

The implementation of the “Historical File System” wouldn’t be complete without mentioning a group of other 

functionalities added to the system, not only to ensure its correct behavior but also to take the experience of 

future users of the system even further than only accomplishing the predetermined requirements. 

- Garbage Collection: To guarantee that the information collected for each metadata field doesn’t end up 

having costly effects on the system’s overall performance, where the user’s device’s storage could 

eventually be filled with more metadata than actually data, a mechanism was introduced to control the 

amount of metadata stored in each field. The default value limits each extended attribute to 255 bytes of 

information (a symbolic value that usually represents the maximum number of characters in a filename), but 

the users can explicitly define an alternative value for each of the new metadata fields. Having surpassed 

these limits, the system doesn’t stop collecting information – it erases the oldest one to make space for the 

newest, deleting by default only the older value from the metadata field, being that the users could also 

explicitly define an alternative value for the number of oldest values to be erased from the extended 

attributes once the limit of information was reached. 

 

- Moving/Copying Files: Extended attributes are a powerful yet underutilized tool to attach extra information 

to files. Proof of that is the lack of compatibility with other desktop search application’s search capacities to 

analyze them, and most of all, the fact that certain operations related to changing the files current location 

don’t consider them as part of the files, where they end in their new locations without the metadata in their 

extended attributes. To avoid those cases of loss of (meta)information, it was developed two new commands 

called “cpxattr” and “mvxattr” were developed, which can fully substitute other commands to copy and 

move files, respectively, guaranteeing that the new metadata collected by the system stays attached to the 

files it describes. Other advantage of these commands is the fact that they don’t differentiate local from 

remote copy/move operations, being able to perform correctly in both situations. These commands are part 

of the Library of Extra Commands previously mentioned, that users can utilize to take full advantage of the 

new system. 
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- File Privacy: Being aware of the power of the collected information attached to files, not only in the positive 

way that it can help users search their files and obtain more details about them,  but in the negative sense it 

can have to the wrong persons who could end up with these kinds of information, it was developed a new 

privacy mechanism was developed that allows users to define what metadata fields they want to keep 

attached to their files when they pass them to other users or machines, and what fields they don’t want other 

people to see and have access. With this new mechanism, if users don’t want the burden of having to always 

define which extended attributes they want to keep or hide when they move them to other users, they can 

simply define profiles of privacy with that information and re-use them every time in the future, depending 

on which users or machines they’re moving their files to. 

 

- Tagging: Tagging refers to the ability of a file system to attach user-defined information to their files in an 

explicit way. Having analyzed some systems with this ability in section 2.3 and having mentioned that one 

of the main requirements of the system was to collect metadata in a transparent way for the users – who 

shouldn’t be able to notice and participate in the information-acquiring process – it was realized that a 

system so centralized in metadata which didn’t support user-defined data in their files wouldn’t be really 

complete. So, the users can add new information to their files creating new extended attributes with new 

metadata through commands like “setfattr”, and the “Historical File System” can integrate it with the rest of 

its new collected metadata, in the sense that allows users to search files through the new metadata they 

explicitly added to their files. 

 

4. EVALUATION 

As said in the previous section, the evaluation of this new system’s success as a reliable option for users to adopt 

as a file system in their computing devices, would be dependent on the accomplishment of the enumerated non-

functional requirements. This section describes the tests performed on the “Historical File System” in order to 

evaluate each of the three requirements - performance, consistency and usability – and their respective results to 

make conclusions about its overall success. 
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Figure 3 – Time necessary for the metadata availability 
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4.1. Performance Test 

Test Method: In order to simulate the performance results of the new system facing user’s interactions with their 

files, a test script was created with the following operations, executed in the presented order: file creation, 

writing, renaming, copy, deleting (of the created file copy), moving, reading and deleting (of the original file). 

Five test cases were also developed, each one with the goal of testing different workloads to see the variations in 

performance of the new system, when executing the test script in each situation. The workload is determined by 

the amount of data and the number of files manipulated. The first test case represents a light workload, 

manipulating only one file and 1000 bytes of data and the fifth one represents a high amount of workload, 

manipulating sixteen files and 16000 bytes of information. The variation of work doubles between consecutive 

test cases, from the one with light workload to the last one with a high workload, passing through the other three 

intermediate test cases with more moderate amounts of work to execute. To obtain a basis to compare the 

performance of the new system against, this same method was used to measure the performance of the ext4 file 

system – since it’s used as the native file system of the “Sistema de Ficheros com Histórico”. 

Results: Figure 2, shows the different performance results for both tested file systems. It was already expected 

that the results of the “Historical File System” would be slightly worse than the ones of the ext4, simply because 

of all the added functionalities. This results show that as the workload increases, the times for both systems to 

execute it increases exponentially with it, doubling it in the different test cases. What can be also analyzed in 

these results is that the differences of performance that distinguish these systems tend to decrease as the 

workload increases: in the first test case, ext4 concluded the execution of the test script in about 0,056 seconds 

and the “Historical File System” took 0,351 seconds to do the same job – which represents a difference of 

performance nearly six times worse than the ext4. However in the final test case the ext4 took 1,272 seconds and 

the new system 4,26 seconds to execute that workload, which indicates that the difference of performances of the 

“Historical File System” and the ext4 dropped to just nearly three times, half of the difference value obtained in 

the first test case. This suggests that the new system is better suited to execute high workloads, in which its 

performance difference comparing to other file systems would be less noticeable. 

 

4.2. Consistency Test 

The purpose of this test was to check if the new metadata stored in the file’s extended attributes could be 

consistent at all times when compared to the one stored in the new MySQL Database, so that users never get 

wrong results from their queries with the Desktop Search Application. 

Test Method: To test this, the same method as described in section 4.1 was used, using the same test script but 

without the last delete instruction just so it would be possible to compare the final values of metadata in the 

extended attributes and in the database that resulted from the script's operations. 

It should be noticed that the asynchronous way of collecting and storing the new metadata has its impacts on this 

test because it could take some time for the routines of the Metadata Module to finish, even if the actual 

operations performed in the files have already terminated, which means that depending on the workload 

executed, some information can take more time to be stored and available to users. Figure 3 shows the average 

time it takes for the final version of the collected metadata to be fully stored and available to users, showing that 

with low and average workloads the new information is available almost instantaneously after the execution of 

operations to files finishes, but with higher workloads it can take up to forty seconds. With this is mind, the 

consistency between metadata in the extended attributes and the one in the database was only analysed after the 

times shown in Figure 3, to ensure that both the extended attributes and the database already had the total 

amount of information collected by the system and weren't still being updated. 

Results: After the presented periods of time, the results of metadata from the executed test script were both 

analyzed in the extended attributes and in the database. It was possible to verify that both entities kept the same 

information. This means that the data-consistency is achieved in the "Historical File System" executing different 

amounts of workloads as simulated by the five test cases used. 

 

4.3. Usability Test 

Unlike the previous two tests, this one represents a more theoretical approach to demonstrate the usability of the 

system. As the file system itself could not be measured in terms of usability since it’s a virtual file system which 

represents an abstraction to the native one that the users are actually utilizing in terms of file operations, this test 

will focus on demonstrating the usability of the specific tool developed for user’s interactions which isn’t part of 

the actual native system: the new Desktop Search Application. 
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In order to demonstrate this application’s usability there were defined a few scenarios were defined based on 

possible narratives that users might have in the future and their translations to the new tool’s specific query 

language, to show both the power of this new query language – to return the right results – and its simplicity – in 

the user’s perspective in terms of their potential effort to learn and use it. Below are a few examples of user 

narratives to find their files and how they can be translated in the new application’s query language. 

 

Narrative: “I pretend to find all the files I had in the folders ‘directory1’, ‘directory2’ and ‘directory3’ over the 

course of time.” 

Query: “folders = ‘directory1’ and folders = ‘directory2’ and folders = ‘directory3’” 

Narrative: “I want to know if the file ‘file_1’ was ever copied.” 

Query: “filename = ‘file_1’ and programs = ‘cp’” 

Narrative: “I need all the e-mail attachments I’ve downloaded from ‘outlook.com’.” 

Query: “referrer_url = ‘outlook.com’ or origin_url = ‘outlook.com’” 

Narrative: “I need to find the files I had open while I was editing the file ‘related_file’.” 

Query: “related = ‘related_file’” 

Narrative: “I pretend to find files that have been edited only one time by the user ‘Alexandre’ in the computer 

‘AlexandrePC’ in Lisbon, having used only the programs ‘gedit’, ‘vi’ or ‘geany’, but that haven’t been 

downloaded from ‘gmail.com’.” 

Query: “users = ‘José’ and hosts = ‘JosePC’ and locations = ‘Lisboa’ and programs = ‘gedit’ or programs = ‘vi’ 

or programs = ‘geany’ and referrer_url != ‘gmail.com’ and origin_url != ‘gmail.com’” 

 

4.4. Overall Analysis 

By the three previous tests it was possible to conclude that the non-functional requirements are accomplished, 

but with some restrictions. The Performance Test showed that the “Historical File System” had a worse 

performance than the file system it was tested against, as it was expected since it adds a lot more functionality 

which ends up costing the system in terms of its performance. However this doesn’t mean that it doesn’t 

accomplish the performance requirement established initially. The test method used of running a script with 

multiple operations executed sequentially one after another serves to measure the system in “extreme” conditions 

that rarely will be achieved by the users operations, which are much more sporadic between themselves. So in 

practice there aren’t much noticeable performance differences between isolated operations in files of both 

systems, which allows concluding that the performance requirement is accomplished by the “Historical File 

System” having once again in mind all the new functionalities it introduces. Through the Consistency Test we 

can conclude that the system assures data-consistency between the information collected and stored in two 

different structures. However with large amounts of workload to execute, this property can only be met after a 

few seconds (depending on the amount of work it has to perform), because it takes some time for pending 

operations of collecting and storing operations running in background to conclude after the user’s actions on the 

files have terminated. Before those background operations end, the consistency isn’t assured mainly because it is 

incomplete in either the extended attributes or the database, or in both. The Usability Test doesn’t present actual 

results that can definitely conclude the accomplishment of the usability requirement, although its intent was to 

show through some examples how easy to learn and use it could be to users in potential future situations, and in 

those terms it could be argued that the “Historical File System” and its new Desktop Search Application indeed 

accomplish that requirement through is simple and yet expressive query syntax. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

With this new system it was intended to give users an alternative file system in which their files would have a 

variety of new descriptive information associated that was able to help users acquire more knowledge about their 

files, and use that knowledge to access them in a more natural way - through a new desktop search application 

and it’s simple query language that allows users to search files as if they were describing them by narratives.  

Today’s file systems don’t allow this, leaving users with the responsibility of organizing files by names and 

folder locations due to their (mostly) hierarchical ways of internally storing files. This means that if users don’t 
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know either of these properties they could have a hard time accessing the files they're looking for, even though 

they know more information about their files that they simply can’t use in those file systems to find them. The 

“Historical File System” solves these problems, as the users can put in practice details they know about their 

files to locate them, not relying solely on their names and locations, and without the “pressure” of having to 

organize them neatly at all times to later access them.  

Has it was shown before, this new system can be a reliable solution when it comes to choosing the right file 

system to use, as it presents good performance when executing user’s operations, data-consistency in terms of 

the new information collected and stored, and also usability as its new desktop search application can be very 

easily learned and used by any user with common computer-related knowledge. 

But, as no system is perfect and the “Historical File System” is no exception, some of its faults should be 

addressed. This system has the ability to search files by the new collected metadata, although its desktop search 

application can’t search through the metadata that it’s stored by the native file system itself like the file’s 

timestamps. Even its new query language can be faulty as its simplicity for users meant that it couldn’t be as 

expressive as database-type query languages. Another limitation is the fact that metadata explicitly added to files 

by users (through the system’s support for tagging), can’t be fully integrated with the rest of the new intercepted 

information. Users can still search for it, but that’s all they can use it for as the new system doesn’t have the 

ability to interpret and update it like the rest of the new metadata. And finally its specificity can be viewed as a 

problem, for it relies on certain factors that can’t be achieved by the majority of users, being the main one the 

fact that it needs not only to be installed in Linux systems, but with the ext4 as its native file system for it to 

properly work. 

Having analyzed that, the “Historical File System” still has lots of room for improvement. An example of future 

work that could be developed is the support for new types of descriptive metadata about files to collect and store. 

This would give users even more information about their files, and alternative ways of finding them - that would 

minimize even more the risk of users loosing track of the files they own. The “Historical File System” was 

developed having in mind future alterations, so this ramification would translate to developers in the addition of 

the logic to intercept the new metadata for files in the Metadata Module not having the need to change any other 

component of the new system. 
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